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Objective—To study the impact of varying the external compression exerted by
the ultrasound probe when performing a carotid strain elastography exam.
Methods—Nine healthy volunteers (mean age 43 years 13 years; 6 men)
underwent a vascular ultrasound elastography exam using a custom made sound
feedback handle embedding the probe, and allowing the sonographer to adjust
the applied compression. A clinical standard practice (SP) force was ﬁrst
recorded, and then predetermined compression (PDC) forces were applied,
ranging from 0 to 5 N for the left common carotid artery (CCA) or 2–12 N for
the left internal carotid artery (ICA). Six carotid elastography features, namely
maximum and cumulated axial strains, maximum and cumulated shear strains,
cumulated axial translation, and cumulated lateral translation were assessed with
noninvasive vascular elastography (NIVE) on near and far walls of carotids. The
carotid intima media thickness (IMT) and diameter were also measured.
Results—All elastography features on the near wall of both CCA and ICA
decreased statistically signiﬁcantly as the PDC force increased; this association
was also observed for half of the features on the far wall. Three NIVE features at
the lowest PDC force (out of 72 that were tested) were statistically signiﬁcantly
different than values at the SP force. Overall, NIVE showed some variance to
probe compression with linear regression slopes revealing changes of 10.1%–
45.6% in magnitude over the whole compression range on both walls. The maximum IMT for the ICA near wall, and carotid lumen diameters of both CCA and
ICA were statistically signiﬁcantly associated with PDC forces; these features
underwent a decrease of 10.2%, 36.2%, and 17.6%, respectively, over the whole
range of PDC force increase. Other IMT measurements were not statistically signiﬁcantly associated with applied PDC forces.
Conclusion—These results suggest the need of technical guidelines for carotid
strain elastography. Using the lowest probe compression while allowing a good
B-mode image quality is recommended to improve the robustness of NIVE
measurements.
Key Words—carotid artery; probe compression; strain imaging;
ultrasonography; vascular elastography

N

oninvasive vascular strain elastography is used for assessing
carotid deformations induced by the pulse pressure; strain
measures the change in shape of materials under a stress
condition. For a similar pulse pressure, less deformation or strain will
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occur in stiffer arteries. Increased carotid artery stiffness
has been associated with the presence of carotid artery
plaque, the degree of atherosclerosis, and the incidence
of stroke,1 but carotid artery stiffness is only weekly
associated with the intima-media thickness (IMT).2
Carotid strain thus provides additional information to
more commonly used IMT measurements.
In vascular strain elastography, compression with the
ultrasound probe is not needed to generate tissue motion.
However, probe compression during an examination
may constrain the carotid wall and thus affect strain imaging. The last European Federation of Societies for Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology update on clinical
practices made no recommendation on probe compression during extracorporeal vascular strain elastography
exams.3 In their initiative to standardize ultrasound
elastography methods, there was no mention either on
how to perform carotid strain elastography studies.4 On
the other hand, the American Society of Echocardiography guidelines for IMT measurements recommend using
minimal compression with the probe.5
A previous study revealed that a compression
smaller than 30 mmHg did not inﬂuence strain measurements on the common carotid artery (CCA).6 It
was also showed that this pressure induced minimal variations of the CCA geometry. Details were not given on
the method used to measure this compression. An
exhaustive ex vivo and in vivo study on carotid and femoral artery’s behavior showed that the presence of surrounding tissues reduced the mean circumferential
stress of the carotid vessel wall by 70%.7 This corresponded to a 20% smaller stretch ratio compared to
an untethered carotid. A cuff was designed in Kim et al8
to control the surrounding tissue compression applied
on the brachial artery. With a peripheral compression
on the forearm equal to the diastolic pressure, they
found that arterial wall strain and strain rate increased
by a factor of 10.
As far as we know, the impact of varying the
applied force induced by the ultrasound probe on
carotid strain imaging has not yet been studied. The variation of six wall translation and wall strain parameters
under different pressures applied to internal and common carotid arteries of healthy volunteers was investigated. In addition to evaluate the impact of varying the
probe compression force, the force used during the standard practice examination was also measured for
comparison.
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Materials and Methods
Study Protocol
This study was approved by the ethics committee of
University of Montreal Hospital. Nine subjects,
6 men and 3 women (aged between 27 and 59 years
old) without a history of carotid plaques, cardiovascular, or cerebrovascular diseases signed an informed
consent form approved by the ethical committee.
Ultrasound acquisitions were made according to the
Mannheim consensus.9 Subjects were lying in supine
position with their head rotated approximately 45 to
the opposite side that was imaged, and the probe was
held at an angle providing images of vessel walls as
most as possible perpendicular to the ultrasound
beam. Longitudinal view sequences of the left common and internal carotid arteries were recorded by an
experienced radiology technologist (40 years of experience). Participants were asked to stop moving,
breathing, and swallowing during ultrasound acquisitions to prevent movement artifacts. The bulb at the
beginning was visible on the left of CCA acquisitions.
Between 90 and 116 images (approximately 3 heartbeats) of 40 mm depth and 38 mm width were
acquired in radiofrequency mode (RF-mode) using a
Terason instrument (t3000cv, Teratech Corporation,
Burlington, MA, USA) at a frame rate of 30 images
per second with a linear array probe (model 12 L5).
The external force applied on the neck of participants with the ultrasound probe was monitored using a
custom-made force monitoring handle designed
according to Guerrero et al.10 It contained a 3D force/
torque sensor (mini40, ATI industrial automation,
Apex, NC, USA) encapsulated in an aluminum casing
(Figure 1). A 3D attitude heading reference system
(3DM-GX2, Lord Microstrain, Williston, VT, USA)
was attached to the top of the handle to measure the
probe angle relative to the vertical axis. An in-house Csoftware was developed using the ATI DAQ F/T Clibrary to calibrate and monitor the applied force.
Before each measurement, the load cell was tarred vertically using the manufacturer calibration ﬁle. The software then compensated the weight of the probe
according to the inclination of the handle. The average
error on force measurements associated with the angle
compensation was 0.05  0.16 N.
The force monitoring handle measured the
applied force in real-time at a sampling frequency of
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10 Hz. CCA and internal carotid artery (ICA) RF
acquisitions were performed using standard practice
(SP), and the mean pressure applied by the technician was recorded for each participant. The SP force
corresponds to the amount of probe compression the
sonographer would normally use during a clinical
exam. Then, to guide the technologist in applying a
predetermined compression (PDC) force according
to the protocol, a feedback sound was emitted by the
control computer. The sound intensity and frequency
were proportional to the difference between targeted
and current forces; the maximum sound intensity
could also be adjusted on computer speakers. A gauge
showing targeted and current forces was also displayed on the computer screen for proper adjustment
of the applied pressure.
Six different PDC forces were chosen for the CCA
and ICA. The maximum forces for each vessel were
rounded to the compression force corresponding to
discomfort, as reported by a single volunteer during a
pretest. Since different probe positioning is used for
the CCA and ICA, different discomfort thresholds
were measured for each of them. More pressure is usually required for the ICA to get a good imaging plane.
Predetermined compression forces for the CCA were
0 N, 1 N, 2 N, 3 N, 4 N, and 5 N, whereas PDC forces
Figure 1. Custom-made force monitoring system designed to
measure the force applied by the ultrasound probe on the
participant’s neck.
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for the ICA were 2 N, 4 N, 6 N, 8 N, 10 N, and 12 N.
Compression forces of 5 N and 12 N with the 6 cm2
probe (approximated by considering the ﬂat and
curved portions of the linear array probe) correspond,
respectively, to ≈62 mmHg and ≈150 mmHg. Participants could stop experiments if an applied force was
too uncomfortable; in that case, forces higher or equal
to their individual discomfort threshold were not further tested. To take into account within subject variability, three RF data acquisitions were recorded at the
SP probe compression. Three replicates of each PDC
force were also applied and acquired in random order.
The CCA was always imaged before the ICA. Volunteers were asked to stand up 30 seconds between CCA
and ICA exams to reduce blood pressure changes during examinations. Acquisitions started as soon as the
participant lay down. The arterial blood pressure was
measured with a brachial cuff before CCA series,
before ICA series, and at the end of the experimentation. The mean pulse pressure (mean systolic pressure
minus mean diastolic pressure) was computed for
every participant. Normalization of strain indices based
on measured blood pressure was not considered in this
study.11,12
Image Segmentation and Elastogram Computation
Radiofrequency ultrasound images were imported and
analyzed with a commercial imaging platform (ORS
Visual, Object Research Systems, Montréal, QC, Canada) using custom segmentation and elastography plugins. Figure 2 shows CCA reconstructed B-mode images
and wall segmentations at 2 different PDC forces.
To initialize the automated segmentation of
carotid walls, contours of both near and far walls were
manually traced by an experienced technician on one
image of each sequence. For CCA walls, measurements were made at least 5 mm before the bulb on a
segment of at least 10 mm length. For ICA walls,
measurements were made above ﬂow divider and, if
not feasible considering geometry and image quality,
as far possible as above bulb widening. A segmentation method, combining approaches of Destrempes
et al,13,14 was then used to detect contours on all
remaining frames. Elastograms within segmented
walls were computed between all pairs of consecutive
images using the Lagrangian speckle model estimator
(LSME).15 The afﬁne-based LSME algorithm computes the tissue translation, strain, and shear strain
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within measurement windows with an optical ﬂow
algorithm. Two-dimensional maps of all deformation
components were produced by using a sliding measurement window over the segmented region. The
translation refers to the rigid motion of the vessel
wall. The strain corresponds to the compression and
dilation of the vessel wall due to the varying blood
pressure into the carotid artery. The shear deformation can be viewed as an angular change of shape of
the structure produced by the blood pressure. Measurement windows of 2 mm axially and 3 mm laterally, and sliding overlaps of 95% axially and 80%
laterally were used in this study.
Elastography components were computed axially,
along the ultrasound beam, and laterally, along the
length (long axis) of the probe. Elastography images
were spatially averaged over the segmented wall region
on each frame to produce instantaneous features that
were then plotted as temporal curves. Reported maxima
correspond to the maximum of instantaneous curves for
each cardiac cycle that were averaged over available
heartbeats.16 Cumulated curves were computed by
summing instantaneous elastography features over each
cardiac cycle. Cumulated features correspond to the

averaged range of those curves over all available
cardiac cycles (a reset to zero was imposed at the end of
each cycle).
Six strain, shear strain, and translation features
are reported.17–19 They quantify different components of the vessel wall motion. The ﬁrst two features
are the maximum axial strain (MaxAS) and cumulated
axial strain (CAS); they correspond respectively to
the peak and global compression or dilatation of the
vessel wall during a cardiac cycle. The next two features are the maximum axial shear strain magnitude
(MaxjShSj) and cumulated axial shear strain magnitude (CjShSj); they correspond to the peak and
global angular change of shape inside the vessel wall
during a cardiac cycle. The last two features are the
cumulated axial translation (CAT) and cumulated lateral translation (CLT); they correspond to the total
rigid displacement of the vessel wall during the cardiac cycle. All features were averaged over three cardiac cycles. Morphometric features computed from
segmented carotid wall contours were also included
in the analysis. The intima-media thickness (IMT)
was evaluated on each frame as the averaged thickness of the segmented wall. Minimum and maximum

Figure 2. B-mode images of the common carotid artery (CCA) of a 52-year-old male volunteer with near and far walls segmentation in
green. A, No compression (0 N) was applied by the radiology technologist, B, a predeﬁned compression of 5 N was selected.
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IMT over each cardiac cycle were then selected, and
averaged over all cardiac cycles. Finally, the carotid
lumen diameter was estimated as the distance
between segmented near and far wall contours, and
averaged over all frames.
Statistical Analysis
Elastography and morphometric features were analyzed separately for the CCA and ICA, and for near
and far walls (except for carotid diameters). The
results are described as mean  one standard deviation (STD). Outliers were removed by winsorizing
each feature20 (5th percentile and 95th percentile
were used). Linear mixed models (LMM) were considered to evaluate the relation between elastography
and morphometric features, and PDC forces. Independent variables accounting for cardiovascular confounding factors (continuous variables of age and
pulse pressure; categorical variable of sex) were considered as ﬁxed effects in the LMMs. The subjects
repeated measurement was considered as an independent random effect; a random intercept for each subject was thus included in the LMM. To allow a
comparison of slope estimates from different feature
models, all variables were scaled between [0, 1]. The
difference between elastography and morphometric
measurements at the SP force versus each PDC force
was evaluated with ANOVA analyses. When a statistically signiﬁcant effect of the force factor in the
ANOVA analysis occurred, the Dunnett multiple
comparison test between the SP force (control
Table 1. Population Characteristics
Number of participants
Age
Sex (male)
Hypertension

9
43  13 years
6 (67%)
1 (11%)

group) and each PDC force was applied. For the
ANOVA analysis, the three repeated measures at each
force for a given subject were averaged. The level of
statistical signiﬁcance was set at a P-value <0.05.
Statistical analysis was performed using R software
(version 3.2.5; R Foundation for Statistical Computing, https://www.r-project.org).

Results
No participant indicated that PDC forces were uncomfortable. A total of 42 RF sequences were acquired
for each subject on left common and internal carotids.
One sequence showing movement artifacts on postprocessing due to unexpected swallowing, even if participants were instructed to avoid it, was removed from the
study. Population characteristics can be found in
Table 1; a subject was considered hypertensive because
of hypertension medication. Blood pressure and heart
rate measurements that were made before, during, and
after experimentations are found in Table 2. There was
a statistically signiﬁcant decrease of the systolic blood
pressure during experimentations.
Figures 3 and 4 show the mean  SD of
elastography features as a function of the PDC force
applied by the probe on both near and far walls. Morphometric features on minimum IMT, maximum
IMT, and lumen diameter are shown in Figure 5. The
measured mean force corresponding to the standard
practice (SP) for every participant was 2.60  0.97 N
(values between 1.0 N and 4.3 N) and 6.40  1.58 N
(values between 3.1 N and 10.0 N) for the CCA and
ICA, respectively. Elastography and morphometric
parameters for SP force series are shown by a single
point  x-axis and y-axis SDs, with the color matched
to the CCA (red) or ICA (green) series. LMMs conﬁrmed statistically signiﬁcant negative associations

Table 2. Blood Pressure Measurements During Experimentations
Before CCA Experimentation

Before ICA Experimentation

End of Experimentation

P Value

124  11
74  10
50  11
75  12

121  11
74  10
47  10
73  11

113  10
67  6
46 + 10
72  11

.049
.11
.43
.67

SBP
DBP
Pulse pressure (SBP-DBP)
Heart beat

P value from one-way ANOVA analysis in bold represents statistically signiﬁcant results.
SBP, systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic blood pressure.
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Figure 3. Elastography strain features of the common and internal carotid arteries (CCA and ICA, respectively) for near (left column) and far
(right column) walls plotted versus probe predetermined compression (PDC) forces. Each curve shows the mean value of the feature,
whereas the shaded area represents its standard deviation. Curves that had signiﬁcant mixed-model linear regressions are shown by * on
their side (left side for CCA and right side for ICA); regression lines are not shown. Square (CCA) or pentagon (ICA) markers indicate signiﬁcant differences between standard practice (SP) values and marked PDC force values. Elastography values at the SP force are shown by a
single point  x-axis and y-axis standard deviations with the color corresponding to CCA (red) or ICA (green) series. SP error bars were
computed over all acquisitions. A and B, maximal axial strain (MaxAS); C and D, cumulated axial strain (CAS); E and F, maximum shear
strain magnitude (MaxjShSj); and G and H, cumulated shear magnitude (CjShSj); all measures are in percent.
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with PDC forces for each elastography feature on the
near wall of both CCA and ICA, indicating that vessel
wall strains (MaxAS, CAS, MaxjShSj, and CjShSj)
and translations (CAT and CLT) decreased as the
probe compression increased. There were also statistically signiﬁcant associations with PDC forces for the
far CCA wall in the case of MaxjShSj, CjShSj, CAT,
and CLT; and for the far ICA wall for CjShSj and
CLT; these latter two features also decrease with

increase in probe compression. For morphometric
features, the maximum IMT for the ICA near wall,
and both carotid lumen diameters were statistically
signiﬁcantly associated with PDC forces; again these
features decreased as the PDC force was increased.
Features are expressed in % (MaxAS, CAS, MaxjShSj,
CjShSj) or mm (CAT, CLT, minimum IMT, maximum IMT, lumen diameter). Statistically signiﬁcant
associations presented in Table 3 (LMM results) are

Figure 4. Elastography translation features of the common and internal carotid arteries (CCA and ICA, respectively) for near (left column)
and far (right column) walls plotted versus probe predetermined compression (PDC) forces. Each curve shows the mean value of the feature, whereas the shaded area represents its standard deviation. Curves that had signiﬁcant mixed-model linear regressions are shown by *
on their side (left side for CCA and right side for ICA); regression lines are not shown. Square (CCA) or pentagon (ICA) markers indicate signiﬁcant differences between standard practice (SP) values and marked PDC force values. Elastography values at the SP force are shown by
a single point  x-axis and y-axis standard deviations with the color corresponding to the CCA (red) or ICA (green) series. SP error bars
were computed over all acquisitions. A and B, cumulated axial translation (CAT); and C and D, cumulated lateral translation (CLT); all measures are in mm.
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Figure 5. Morphometric features of the common and internal carotid arteries (CCA and ICA, respectively). Intima media thickness (IMT) features are presented for near (left column) and far (right column) walls plotted versus probe predetermined compression (PDC) forces. Diameters for the CCA and ICA are plotted versus probe PDC forces. Each curve shows the mean value of the feature, whereas the shaded area
represents its standard deviation. Curves that had signiﬁcant mixed-model linear regressions are shown by * on their side (left side for CCA
and right side for ICA); regression lines are not shown. Square (CCA) or pentagon (ICA) markers indicate signiﬁcant differences between
standard practice (SP) values and marked PDC force values. Morphometric values at the SP force are shown by a single point  x-axis and
y-axis standard deviations with the color corresponding to the CCA (red) or ICA (green) series. SP error bars were computed over all acquisitions. A and B, minimum intima media thickness (min IMT); C and D, maximum intima media thickness (max IMT); and E, carotid lumen
diameter; all measures are in mm.
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shown by * on the side of the corresponding curve in
Figures 3–5.
Linear mixed-model slope estimates of the PDC
force ﬁxed effect on features for near and far CCA
and ICA walls are given in Table 3. For statistically
signiﬁcant regression results, P-values and slope estimates (β) are presented in bold. The slope can be
interpreted as the rate of change over the whole range
of PDC forces since all variables were scaled between
[0, 1]. According to these slope estimates with statistically signiﬁcant results, decreases in elastography
values between 10.1% and 45.6% were observed as
the PDC force increased from its lowest to highest
values. MaxjShSj, for the far CCA wall, is the only
feature showing a statistically signiﬁcant positive slope
corresponding to a 15.5% increase over the whole
PDC force range. In the LMMs model, each participant had a speciﬁc intercept (random factor) that
accounted between 0% and 45% of the model variability for strain features, and between 15% and 37%
for morphometric features.
One-way ANOVA with Dunnett multiple comparison tests were used to assess differences between

elastography and morphometric features at the SP compression and each PDC force. Details of the ANOVA
analysis are given in Table 4. In multiple comparison
Table 4. P Values of the ANOVA Between Common and Internal
Carotid Artery Elastography Features at the Standard Practice (SP)
and Predetermined Compression (PDC) Forces
Carotid Wall
Feature

Near CCA

Far CCA

Near ICA

Far ICA

MaxAS
CAS
MaxjShSj
CjShSj
CAT
CLT
Min IMT
Max IMT
Diameter

0.815
0.611
0.136
2.54e4
3.19e3
7.37e3
0.999
0.997
1.41e3

0.748
0.644
0.755
0.151
0.361
0.461
0.999
0.998

0.225
0.082
0.052
2.29e3
0.192
6.42e7
0.978
0.937
0.661

0.905
0.973
0.937
0.610
0.975
8.92e6
0.793
0.690

Values are shown for near and far walls except for diameter. P
values in bold represent statistically signiﬁcant results.
CCA, common carotid artery; ICA, internal carotid artery; MaxAS,
maximum axial strain; CAS, cumulated axial strain; MaxjShSj, maximum axial shear strain magnitude; CjShSj, cumulated axial shear
strain magnitude; CAT, cumulated axial translation; CLT, cumulated
lateral translation; IMT, intima media thickness.

Table 3. P Values of Fixed Factor Effect of Predetermined Compression (PDC) Forces on Elastography Features of the Common and
Internal Carotid Arteries in the Linear Mixed-Model
Carotid Wall
Feature

Statistics

Near CCA

MaxAS

P-value
β
P-value
β
P-value
β
P-value
β
P-value
β
P-value
β
P-value
β
P-value
β
P-value
β

3.74e03
0.156
4.06e04
0.184
1.46e07
0.246
<2e16
0.456
<2e16
0.442
2.98e13
0.384
0.971

CAS
MaxjShSj
CjShSj
CAT
CLT
min IMT
max IMT
Diameter

0.277
9.98e15
0.362

Far CCA
0.099
0.080
2.06e03
0.155
2.49e07
0.278
4.98e3
0.101
9.92e06
0.182
0.262
0.909

Near ICA
6.66e04
0.199
8.34e06
0.222
5.28e03
0.170
8.91e11
0.319
2.38e04
0.190
<2e16
0.474
0.171
0.018
0.102
1.84e03
0.176

Far ICA
0.187
0.189
0.426
0.024
0.118
0.255
3.15e14
0.437
0.448
0.101

Values are shown for near and far walls except for diameters. For statistically signiﬁcant results, P values and slope estimates (β) are
reported in bold.
CCA, common carotid artery; ICA, internal carotid artery; MaxAS, maximum axial strain; CAS, cumulated axial strain; MaxjShSj, maximum
axial shear strain magnitude; CjShSj, cumulated axial shear strain magnitude; CAT, cumulated axial translation; CLT, cumulated lateral translation; IMT, intima media thickness.
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tests, statistically signiﬁcant differences versus SP values
occurred at the lowest PDC force of 0 N for CjShSj in
the near wall of the CCA (P = .0037); and of 2 N for
CLT in the near and far walls of the ICA (P = 6.60e5
and P = 2.50e3, respectively). A statistically signiﬁcant
difference was also observed at the highest PDC force of
5 N for the CCA diameter (P = 5.90e3). Square
(CCA) or pentagon (ICA) markers depicted in Figures 3–5 indicate these statistically signiﬁcant differences
between SP values and marked PDC force values.

Discussion
A custom-made force monitoring handle embedding
the ultrasound probe was used to evaluate the relation
between the compression applied on the skin during
ultrasound examination, and carotid elastography and
morphometric features. As shown in Table 2, blood
pressure measurements decreased over time, but only
the systolic blood pressure statistically signiﬁcantly
changed during the experiments. As SP measurements were made before PDC ones, the blood
pressure drop could emphasize differences when
comparing them. Moreover, comparisons between
CCA and ICA measurements could also be affected
by this blood pressure effect because they were made
one after the other. Still, to prevent the confounding
effect of blood pressure drop over time, PDC measurements were made in random order, as mentioned
in the Methods section, so the reported trends were
not affected by this.
The effect of the applied force by the probe was
found to affect all elastography features (Table 3).
Carotid diameters were also affected, but there was
almost no impact on IMT measurements, except for
the near wall maximum IMT ICA values. When compared with the results at SP compressions (Table 4),
only a few features at extreme applied forces differed
among multiple comparisons.
As noticed in Tables 3 and 4, the probe compression mainly affected features of the near wall. As the
far wall is farther from the probe, elastography and
IMT measures were less inﬂuenced by the probe
compression, likely due to the blood ﬂow that could
act as a barrier between the applied force and the far
wall. The far wall was nonetheless affected. As
expected, CCA and ICA diameters decreased as the
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PDC increased. A reduced artery motion in the imaging plane was also observed in Table 3 (slope estimates (β) ranged between 0.474 and 0.101 for
translation features CAT and CLT on both walls).
Axial strain features (MaxAS and CAS) decreased
only for the near wall. It was also observed that only
the maximum IMT for the near ICA wall decreased
with increasing compression. As most IMT measurements did not statistically signiﬁcantly change over
applied PDC forces, a higher sample size might be
needed to see an effect on low magnitude IMT
changes. Since the artery was constrained only in one
direction radially but actually beats radially in 3D, the
reduced motion in the longitudinal view plane could
have been compensated by an increased motion in
other radial directions (as would be seen in a transverse view). Unfortunately, the radial motion could
not be investigated with this experimental setup.
Finally, strain decay in the neck tissue, where the
effect of the probe compression decreases with
depth,21 in part likely explains the lesser impact of the
probe compression on the far wall.
Table 3 shows that mainly negative statistically
signiﬁcant associations were found with the probe
applied force, indicating that strain features decreased
as the probe compression increased. One exception
was MaxjShSj for the far CCA wall, where an increase
was observed. Still, CjShSj for the same wall
decreased with a higher magnitude than the MaxjShSj
increased. The MaxjShSj feature of other walls was
either negatively or not statistically signiﬁcantly associated with PDC forces. As shear strain is related to
an angular change of shape, the nature of this change
might not have been completely captured with our
experiments. Sample size, variability of instantaneous
measurements, and the two-dimensional view of the
walls could explain this contradicting behavior.
As noticed in Figure 5, the variability of lumen
diameter measurements was higher for the ICA than
the CCA. The tortuosity and deep penetration angle
of the ICA could partly explain this variability. Since
it was not always possible to obtain a straight segment
past the bulb widening, the variability could also
result from ICA measurements that were made more
or less close to the carotid bulb, where the diameter
is much higher than the CCA and ICA.22
To compensate for the blood pressure within the
brachial artery in the context of wall strain
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measurements, Kim et al applied an external compression with a pressure cuff inducing a force equivalent to
the diastolic blood pressure (typically 80 mmHg).8
Under this condition, they did not observe a reduction
but a strong enhancement of the radial intramural strain,
contrary to our results obtained using a local probe compression. The external probe compression used in the
current study (6 N with the probe corresponds to
≈75 mmHg) was in the same range as the cuff surrounding the arm in Kim et al,8 but the probe compression constrained the motion in one direction only
(axially, along the applied force axis) contrary to the
arm cuff induced constraint that was in all radial directions. Due to different imposed boundary conditions,
trends similar to Kim et al8 were thus not expected in
our study. It is nevertheless of interest to notice the
opposite effect on strain of a force imposed by a cuff
instead of a probe.
Standard Practice Measurements
The location, tortuosity, and 3D projection with
depth of the internal carotid artery required an extra
compression during the clinical examination to get a
proper longitudinal imaging view. When imaging the
CCA, the probe is positioned in a smoother
section of the neck compared to imaging the ICA,
where the probe is closer to the jaw. Indeed, the average SP force used during ICA scans (6.4 N) was
higher than that used on the CCA (2.6 N). The discomfort thresholds established during a pretest were
also higher for the ICA than CCA. The SP force measured in this study represents the practice of a single
radiology technologist and cannot be generalized, but
since PDC forces varied between no force and a
uncomfortable force, it is believed that the force used
in clinics by different radiology technologists would
be in that range. It is likely easier for the radiology
technologist to keep the probe stable and avoid
movement during an acquisition if a small pressure is
applied on the skin.
In Table 4, we observed statistically signiﬁcant
inﬂuences of the probe compression on elastography
features, mostly when the applied force was either in
the lowest or highest value of selected PDC forces
when compared with SP forces. These statistically signiﬁcant differences were also observed more frequently on the near wall. Since normalizing the
applied pressure during clinical scans might be
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difﬁcult without using a force feedback sensor system,
as developed here, keeping a minimum probe compression while obtaining an acceptable image quality
is recommended to avoid confounding effects on
elastography features. In cases where a higher probe
pressure is required to scan a subject, especially for
the ICA, a qualitative categorical evaluation (e.g., high
probe pressure necessary: yes or no) might be added
to the exam to consider it as a confounder in statistical analysis of elastography features.
As mentioned previously, no clear guideline currently exists on how the probe pressure should be
applied during vascular strain elastography exams. It
should be noticed, however, that studies using shear
wave elastography (SWE) on superﬁcial tissues (skin,
fascia, tendon, and muscle) recommended using the
lowest possible pre-compression to avoid incorrect
measurements.23–26 Interestingly, higher stiffness was
measured in both malignant and benign breast when
compression increased27; applying a mild probe compression nevertheless increased the diagnostic accuracy. These different practices show the relevance of
speciﬁc technical guidelines regarding probe compression adapted to different clinical elastography
examinations.
Limitations
The participant number, 9, is a limitation of this
study; this low number could explain the contradicting trend observed for the MaxjShSj feature. In
addition, since only healthy carotid arteries from participants with normal body mass indices were studied,
future works should be done on atherosclerotic arteries using the sound feedback probe handle to validate
reported observations on patients with carotid
plaques. A cross-sectional view of the carotid during
compression with a longitudinal oriented device
would be necessary to capture the motion in all directions under our probe compression conditions. A
ﬁnal limitation of this study was that the increased
weight and size of the ultrasound probe, caused by
the addition of the custom-made force monitoring,
might have changed the operating conditions; however, the modiﬁed probe size was close to the previous generation of ultrasound probes, and did not
prevent the technologist from producing ultrasound
acquisitions with quality comparable to a clinical
examination.
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Conclusion
We studied the effect of different external ultrasound
probe compressions on common and internal carotid
artery strain elastography features. Linear mixed
models showed that increasing the probe compression decreased the vessel wall movement (i.e., axial
and lateral translations), and the wall deformation
characterized by various strain and shear strain features. The probe compression mainly impacted CCA
and ICA near walls. Compared with the compression
applied by an expert technician, elastography features
differed when low or high compression levels were
used. Almost no effect of the probe compression was
observed on IMT measures. Since monitoring the
probe pressure might be difﬁcult in the clinical context, we recommend using a minimum pressure during carotid strain elastography exams.
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